NEW FACULTY, 2008-2009

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING

None

SHELDON B. LUBAR SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Abassi, Ahmed, Assistant Professor; Management Information Systems

France, Stephen, Assistant Professor; Marketing

He, Tingting, Assistant Professor; Marketing

Hekman, David, Assistant Professor, Management

Huang, Zhijian, Assistant Professor, Finance

Kumar, Sanjeev, Assistant Professor, Management Information Systems

Neely, Daniel G, Assistant Professor, Accounting

Ren, Hong, Assistant Professor, Management

Sidgman, Jurgen, Assistant Professor, Accounting

SCHOOL OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

None

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Reeve, John Marshall, Professor, Educational Psychology

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & APPLIED SCIENCE

Lovell, Michael R, Professor; Administration

Mafi, Arash, Assistant Professor; Electrical Engineering & Computer Science
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES

Ebersole, Kyle T, Associate Professor; Human Movement Sciences
Florsheim, Paul W, Associate Professor; Urban Population Health
Harley, Amy E, Assistant Professor; Urban Population Health
Wang, Jinsung, Assistant Professor; Human Movement Sciences

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Kwak, Jung, Assistant Professor, Social Work
Topitzes, James W, Assistant Professor, Social Work

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES

Latham, Joyce M, Assistant Professor; Instruction
Zimmer, Michael T, Assistant Professor; Instruction

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

Armstrong II, David A, Instructor; Political Science
Beck, Robert J, Associate Professor; Political Science
Boehm, Miren F, Assistant Professor; Philosophy
Bonds, Anne E, Assistant Professor; Geography
Britton, Marcus L, Assistant Professor; Sociology
Cahill, Shawn P, Assistant Professor; Psychology
Choi, Woonsup, Assistant Professor; Geography
Delaney, Julie E, Instructor; Communication
Feng, Runhuan, Instructor; Mathematical Sciences
Ferguson, Kennan R, Assistant Professor; Political Sciences
Goldsmith, Patrick A, Associate Professor; Sociology
Johung, Jennifer N, Assistant Professor; Art History
COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE (Continued)

Laken, Valerie K, Assistant Professor; English

Latch, Emily K, Assistant Professor; Biological Sciences

Leson, Richard A, Assistant Professor; Art History

Mueller, Devin T, Assistant Professor; Psychology

Murphy, Kristen L, Assistant Professor; Chemistry

Neufeld, Blain, Assistant Professor; Philosophy

Shin, Heeju, Instructor; Sociology

Song, Ha Yeun, Instructor; Communication

Williams, Demetrius K, Associate Professor; French & Italian & Comp Literature

COLLEGE OF NURSING

None

PECK SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Blair, Adream V, Assistant Professor; Art

Charlesworth, William Bruce, Assistant Professor; Film

Climer, John A, Professor; Music

Feay-Shaw, Sheila J, Assistant Professor; Music

Hobgood, Earl Wade, Professor; Administration

Horne, Anthony C, Assistant Professor; Theatre

Ludwig, Colleen K, Assistant Professor; Film

Maerz, Jessica M, Assistant Professor; Theatre

Stern, Nathaniel E, Assistant Professor; Art
RETIRED FACULTY, 2007-08

Arthur S Brooks, Professor; Biological Sciences

Robert C Danielson, Associate Professor; Film

Barbara A Hart, Associate Professor, Human Movement

Cynthia A Hasbrook, Professor; Human Movement

William J Kritek, Professor; Administrative Leadership

Chava Nachmias, Associate Professor; Sociology

Yoshio Niho, Professor; Economics

Carl E Pope, Professor; Criminal Justice

Ali M Reza, Professor; Electrical Engineering & Computer Sciences

Erika Sander, Associate Professor; Human Movement